


Face Mask Information Sheet (A) 

We can make any style mask in any size (Youth to x-large) and in either fabric polyester or cotton.  
Size changes will generally not change the base price of the mask (exception is oversized masks are 50¢ 
higher style # ND-88-ME). 

General Information 

Air freight is included in the price of all masks (anywhere in the continental USA) 
All masks are made and printed in Cambodia. 
All masks have a filter pocket (except the neck mask, #1023 & antimicrobial masks) 
We carry masks sizes from adult down to youth. (Youth Styles 1089 SC and 1023 SC) 
Production: Virtual pictures 1-2 days, after order is placed the spec sample picture is 3-4 days. When spec 
sample picture is approved its 8-10 days production, then add 5-7 days air freight for delivery. Masks can 
be shipped directly to your customer. 
Case packaging 200 pieces bulk (individual bagging add 50¢). 
There are no set up charges for first spec sample. If the customer wants to make a change then there will 
be charges of $60.00 per color on screen printed masks and $180.00 on sublimated masks. 
Blank masks are $4.00 each. 

Options and Upgrades 

Filters: PM2.5 Filters   $1.00 each, over 25,000 pcs is 80¢. Packaged 25 per poly bag 
Anti-microbial fabric outside and Nano-technology inside plus RUCO-GUARD textile protection system 
(water repellent, oil & soil repellent) add $1.00 
To make a 3085 out of poly and sublimate the design charge the 2083 sub price plus $1.00.  
Metallic screen printed ink colors add 30¢ 
Any mask can have a third ply or layer add 50¢ 
Anti-microbial masks do not have a pocket but can be added for 20¢ 
Oversized mask sizes are available item # ND-88-ME (no pocket) for an additional 50¢ 
Adding slide adjusters to the 2083-L add 40¢ 
Individually poly- bagging a mask add 50¢ 
One color imprint is included in the price . Add 40 per  color . 
Imprint area on cotton mask is 5 X 2 Inches. 

Washing Instruction 

Do not: bleach, dry clean or iron. All cotton masks will shrink somewhat. The hotter the wash water the 
more the shrinkage. For best results wash in cold water with like colors. 

Filters 

We now have PM 2.5 filters to fit inside of our masks. We are stocking them in California or they come 
with your order directly from overseas.  The PM 2.5 filters mean that this mask can filter out tiny particles 
in the air. It filters out 95% of dust and particulates in the air and can be as effective as N95 or N99 
surgical masks. Filters are good for about a week of normal use. They are not washable. 


